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SPORTS BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PLACES 50 JOB CANDIDATES IN ITS FIRST YEAR
PHOENIX, AZ - Opening its doors last September, Phoenix based Sports Business Solutions was launched with
a very clear mission in mind: to help people get jobs in sports and help sports teams recruit. In less than a year
they’ve now placed more than 50 people in jobs at more than 25 different sports teams, and they’re becoming a
household name in sports business career coaching and recruiting.
Through their services, they have helped interested job seekers obtain employment in all major leagues and with
teams across the country. Notable teams to hire Sports Business Solutions’ candidates include: the
New York Yankees, Phoenix Suns, Miami Dolphins, Chicago Cubs, San Diego Padres, New Jersey Devils, and
San Jose Earthquakes. In total, Sports Business Solutions’ candidates successfully secured jobs with the NFL
(11 hired), the NBA (10 hired), College Athletic Departments and Organizations such as the Aspire Group and
IMG (9 hired), MLB (8 hired), the NHL (7 hired) and MLS (4 hired).
Although many of the jobs filled were entry level full-time positions in sales and service, SBS candidates also
landed 4 internships and a leadership role. "Our goals are ambitious, we want to build a network of best-inclass job candidates and fill jobs at all levels in sports, not solely sales and entry level positions," said Bob
Hamer, President of Sports Business Solutions.
Jobs in sports are among the most difficult to land due to of the allure of the sports industry. Thousands of job
seekers apply for a limited number of available openings. Many applicants apply for every job they see. The
result: a hiring process littered with inefficiencies. It’s difficult for hiring managers to find the right match for
their needs, and it’s challenging for candidates to connect with managers when they’re just one resume in a pile
of hundreds.
When asked about Sports Business Solutions’ plans to assist teams and candidates, Hamer said, “We want to fill
the gap. Our plan is to deliver pre-qualified candidates and to help the right people get connected to the right
managers. We're confident that by streamlining the process, we can cut the hiring cycle in half and provide
stronger candidates”. Simply put, he said “We want to change the way jobs are filled in sports."
For a complete listing of all SBS job candidates placed visit: http://www.sportsbusiness.solutions/sportsbusiness-solutions-career-success-stories/ , for more information on Sports Business Solutions visit
www.sportsbusiness.solutions or contact Bob directly at bob@sportsbusiness.solutions
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